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KRISTIN B. POWERS
I’m a UX designer who focuses on interface and visual design. My
15 years experience as a graphic designer in a variety of industries
has helped me develop a passion for service and process design.
I’m currently based in San Diego and willing to relocate for the
right opportunity.

ABOUT ME

I’m a UX designer who focuses on interface and visual design. My
15 years experience as a graphic designer in a variety of industries

HI!

has helped me develop a passion for service and process design,

I’M KRISTIN.

I love tackling complex experience problems, from a UI redesign

and made me realize the impact design can have.

for a US Navy recreational event to creating prototypes that track
ship noise in the Salish Sea, breaking the process down to reveal
an uncomplicated final product for the user.
I get excited about using my design experience to help improve
people’s digital experience, because our lives are so intertwined

I’m currently located in San Diego and
willing to relocate for the right
opportunity.

with and dependent on technology, as well as leverage digital
products to help people feel connected to causes that are
important to them.
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MY AREAS OF FOCUS
TOOLS I KNOW:
Figma
Sketch
InVision

Slack

Asana

Adobe CC Suite

Miro

EXPERIENCE
DESIGN

INTERFACE
DESIGN

VISUAL
DESIGN

My experience includes

As an interface designer,

I have experience creating

storytelling, conducting

my experience includes

and upholding visual

research, sketching,

creating simple and

design systems.

wireframing, and

enjoyable interfaces with

prototyping.

focus on accessibility and
inclusiveness for all people.
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Improving safety for
motorcyclists by
designing a helmetintegrated Heads Up
Display (HUD) interface
PROJECT SUMMARY

MY RESPONSIBILITIES

A conceptual interface project

•

User Research

for a helmet-integrated heads

•

UI Design

•

Interaction Design

up display (HUD) to help keep
motorcyclists safe while riding
on surface streets and
freeways.
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Motorcycle HUD UI

Problem

People

Process

Learnings

THE PROBLEM &
THE OPPORTUNITY

“I listened to one song like 3 times because

Motorcyclists face not only distracted

Google Maps kept talking over the best parts.”

drivers on US roadways, but also
distractions themselves, thanks to the
dependence and interconnectivity to
technology. Can that same
technology, integrated into a helmet,
help lower distractions and save lives?
Using automotive HUD interface

“My phone nearly fell out of the holder on
the freeway!”

designs as my base, I wanted to design
a solution for motorcyclists that made
common tasks such as music control,
answering phone calls, and checking
speed, gear, and RPMs less of a
distraction behind the handlebars.

“Sorry I’m late, missed a couple turns again…”

Kristin B. Powers
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Developed through user interviews with 5 other
motorcyclists, these personas are what I will
use as a proxy to gut check work along the way.
The Technophile

The Audiophile

tech·no·phile: a person who is

au·di·o·phile: a hi-fi enthusiast

enthusiastic about new technology

They are also audiophiles that

The primary users of this HUD

despise GPS instructions

are technologically savvy

interrupting the beat drop,

Millennials and Gen Zers who

and don’t want to keep their

are safety conscious and tend

phone on their handlebars.

to be early adopters of new
tech items.

Age Range: 23–38 • Gender skews male • Sometimes

“I miss a lot of turns because I turned the voice off on

wears protective gear • Willing to spend $ on cool gadgets

Google Maps. I hate the interruptions!”

Kristin B. Powers
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And me! While “you are not your user” rings
true, I’d be remiss if I didn’t acknowledge
that this project stemmed from a need I had
as a motorcyclist myself!
I’ve been riding for nearly 6 years and have close to 60,000 miles under my
belt. My current motorcycle is a 2019 Harley-Davidson Heritage Softail
Classic 114 Stage 1.

Kristin B. Powers
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This project is very research-heavy, and the Double Diamond
Methodology gave me a research-based process to work from. Being
able to talk to my fellow bikers and get valuable input helped me narrow
the project scope and iterate, iterate, iterate.

Kristin B. Powers
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Below are 2 motorcycle HUD concepts from two competitors. Both
were supposed to come on to the US market, but have quietly
disappeared outside of old articles that mention them.
Competitor 1 (2018)

Competitor 2 (2016)
What’s the holdup on getting HUDs
to the market?
From what I’ve read in my research, and
also feel comfortable make assumptions
on, the main factors could be:
1.) Battery life and safety
2.) Physical size
3.) Integration into helmets
4.) Costs to consumers
There are currently 2 helmets on the Asian

• Elements are large, distracting, and

• Interesting but unfamiliar interface that

extraneous

takes up a lot of real estate

• Important real estate in the rider’s field of

• The road work alert is great, but is it

lithium ion batteries, but the battery life is

vision is covered

international?

only about 4 hours on a single charge.

market that ship to the US and they cost
about $1,500USD. They use fireproof

• RPMs missing

Kristin B. Powers
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IDEATION
After many sketch iterations, I landed on
two interface concepts that combined the
best ideas based on real life motorcycling
scenarios commonly experienced on the
road.

Kristin B. Powers
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Keeping safety as my top priority, I iterated within my high
fidelity wireframes on element content and placement,
specifically the clock, music controller, and phone; below are
three snapshots of the wireframes, and I’ll go more in-depth
into the designs in the next few slides.

Kristin B. Powers
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First iteration

Active phone call shows
name and phone number.

Arrows lead the rider
down the road without a
need for a GPS voice.

Music player has a familiar
icon and is placed out of
the way of the rider’s
peripheral vision.

Kristin B. Powers
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Second iteration

When the phone is not
active, the icon goes away.

Not included in the first
iteration, the clock
includes the date, and is
out of the way visually.

Rider does not have to
“speedo gaze” to see their
speed and RPMs.

Fewer arrows leave more
visual space to spot
objects in the road.

Speed limit is familiar to
American riders.
The music player has lost
the extraneous and
possibly distracting time
bar.

Kristin B. Powers
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Final iteration

The clock is now just a
clock, there’s no need for
the date.

Labels for what gear the
bike is in as well as RPMs
added.

A gradient leading up to
the stop sign gives a visual
cue for how much
distance the rider has
before the stop.

Globalizing the speed limit
sign allows riders in border
zones to ride in MPH or
KPH.

Kristin B. Powers
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The final step in the process was to create a
prototype that showcased the HUD in action,
specifically how the rider would use their voice to
skip forward to the next song.

WATCH THE VIDEO

Kristin B. Powers
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• Don’t doubt your own expertise

• Document, document, document

That pesky imposter syndrome can absolutely have you second
guessing what you know you know. I experienced it quite a bit
during this entire project, second guessing decisions I know were
right. But that’s why…

While going through the process of creating this case study, I
thought I’d documented everything. I documented a lot, but not
enough. Since then, I’ve started documenting more than I think
I’ll need. I’d rather have too much and need to pare down.

• Research, research, research

• At some point, you have to stop _______

…we research! And not just research, but also going back to our
users and having them validate our design decisions. Informally, I
showed one of my biker friends who I interviewed initially for this
project, and got validating feedback.

Researching. Designing. Animating. On and on and on. This is an
iterative process but we could iterate forever if we wanted.
There’s always something that could be better or improved. But
if we never stop, we can never deliver our solution!
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